EXHIBITOR’S GUIDE

TECHNICAL REGULATIONS

PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENT CAREFULLY!

RÈGLES DE CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION HEIGHT

All constructions should not overpass 5,50m high.
Except for “Passage 3” maximum height 4m;
Hall 3.2: height 5m.
A plan is available here.

Slings height: 5m or
6,5m depending on
your hall.

HANGING UP HEIGHT
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The maximum height of hanging points is set at
6,50m.
Except in hall 3.2: height of hanging points set at
5m maximum.
No hanging points possible under “passage 3“.
A plan is available here.
Suspensions and slings require a feasibility study request
owing to a weight restriction.
Please order the equipment as soon as possible to
ensure the availability of this service directly on
the platform or accrochage@eurexpo.com.

Any suspension (truss or signage) must
leave 1 meter from the edges of the
stand.

Access ramp mandatory for stands with
technical floors above 2cm high.

Neighbour
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The technical stand layout must be approved by
the logistic department before December 20th
2019. After this date, if we have not received any
information,layout or project from the exhibitor, the
logistics department will have the right to modify
or restructure the setting-up.
logistic@656expo.net

4m

All project with a twoo-floor stand require a
feasibility study from your ingineer and approval
from the comercial and logistic departments.

1,60 m

2,40 m

Maximum 40% closing on each aisle
sides. We can allow more if the panels
are low (1,20m maximum) or made of
glass.

Wearing safety shoes (reinforced toe caps +
antiperforationsoles) is obligatory for anyone who
enters on site during the setting up (Saturday,
February 1st from 12pm until Tuesday, February
4th at 10am) and the dismantling (Thursday,
February 6th from 5pm). For all people working
from elevated platforms and any task presenting
a risk, wearing a hard hat is compulsory.
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